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From the late 18th century to the early 20th century, Paris, France was the heart of scientific progress in health and established principles and approaches in modern medicine. Simultaneously, the cultural expression of medical concepts became a repeated theme, with anatomical depictions in art and sickness embodying characters in novels and operas.

Students in the Human Health in Paris program experience the historical milieu that set the standard for modern health care. Our program offers an integrated approach to health, humanities and liberal arts in two courses for a total of eight Emory credit hours. No previous French is required.

**HLTH 385: TBD (4CU)**

This course will fulfill ONE of the following:

- A Descriptive Analysis requirement for the Human Health major
- The Health and Humanities (HLTH 230) requirement for the Human Health major
- A Perspectives in Global Health, Category C requirement for the Global Health, Culture, and Society minor
- An Elective requirement for the Health Innovation concentration

**HLTH 360: Santé et bien-être Health and Well-being (4CU)**

Michelle Lampl, MD, PhD

This course will fulfill ONE of the following:

- A Mechanistic Understanding requirement for the Human Health major
- A Health Influences, Category C requirement for the Predictive Health minor
- An Elective requirement for the Health Innovation concentration
- An Area Studies requirement for the Global Health, Culture, and Society minor

**Eligibility**

Emory and non-Emory students must:

- have a minimum 3.0 cumulative GPA
- be at least 18 years of age
- have completed one year of college
- be currently enrolled in a college/university

**Tuition**

Tuition: TBD
Fees: TBD
Total Cost: TBD

**Living Arrangements**

Students will be housed in shared studio apartments.

**Financial Aid & Other Questions**

Inquire at the Office of International and Summer Programs.

**Apply**

TBD December 2021, see

[college.emory.edu/oisp/apply](http://college.emory.edu/oisp/apply)